
Differences
between
Madrid and
Zabok

1. Population

The first  difference is the population, Madrid has 3,285,000

habitants without including the metropolitan area, in the case it would be just

over 6 million, making Madrid one of the most populous cities in Europe.

In the other hand, Zabok has 8,994 inhabitants. It is hard  to compare

Madrid with Zabok, a small town in Krapina-Zagorje County. But the truth is

that also if we compare Zagreb, the capital of Croatia and located only about

35km from Zabok, the difference is still very big. Zagreb has 1,086,528

inhabitants, although Zagreb is bigger territorially, Madrid has five times

more population than Zagreb

We can see this  difference having a walk, waiting for the bus, sitting

on the train or in the supermarket.

2. Cultural
diversity
In Madrid you can find people from different religions,

culture or ethnicity. On the other hand, in Zagreb and

Zabok I didn't notice many people of different

religions, cultures or ethnicity.

3. Tapas

This one it´s a difference between

Spain and Croatia.

Something that I really like and

miss of Spain are the “tapas”. In Spain it is usual that when you go

drink something they offer you free food. Here the bars and the menus

are completely different.



6. Sunrise
and sunset

7. English
Level

4. Weather

Zabok is much colder than  Madrid and rains more.

5. Food

Each  country has a different and

special gastronomy, and it is what moves us to

try and know new things. 

Bučnica, štrudla and burek is really tasty and

different from tortilla and paella. 

In Zabok the sunrise and sunset are before 

 Madrid. In winter in  Zabok the sunset is

around 04:30 p.m, while in Madrid it is around

06:00 p.m. 

If we compare the youth in Croatia with Spanish ones,

they have better level of english. Maybe because they

don’t translate anything to Croatian, in Spain they

translate everything to Spanish.
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